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Working in the framework suggested by D&e, this paper studies the number of fixed price equilibria
and their continuity
with respect to the price system. In an exchange economy, the concept of a
rationing scheme is introduced,
which specifies how shortages are shared among agents. For given
utility functions and a given rationing scheme, under standard assumptions,
an existence theorem is
recalled, and it is shown that the graph of the equilibrium correspondence,
when prices and initial
endowments
vary, is a piecewise continuously
differentiable
manifold. Moreover, generically, the
number of equilibria for an economy, at given prices, is finite and the set of equilibria
varies
continuously
with the price system and the initial endowments,

A number
of recent works have addressed
the problem of describing
the
allocation of resources in an economy when relative prices are fixed [Benassy
(1975) Dreze (1975), Hahn (1976), Heller-Starr
(1976), MalinvauddYouds
(1975), and Your& (1975)1. While the precise relationships
between the three
rebasic approaches
of Benassy, Dreze, You&s and Malinvaud-You&s,
spectively, have not yet been established [see, however, Grandmont
(1977) for a
comparison of the models of Benassy and Dreze], the basic conceptual difficulties
seem to have been solved in a satisfactory manner, and, by and large, agreement
has been reached as to the properties that an equilibrium allocation must possess
when prices are fixed. These models open up interesting possibilities as to the
microeconomic
foundations
of macroeconomics
[Grandmont--Laroque
(1976),
Malinvaud
(1977)] and the dynamics of price adjustments
[Veendorp (1975)].
The above studies are essentially concerned with the existence of a fixed-price
equilibrium.
Our paper, working in the framework suggested by Dreze (1975)
studies the number of these equilibria and their continuity
with respect to the
price system. Our approach is in the tradition of Debreu (1970, Dierker (1974)
and Smale (1974a, b). In an exchange economy, we introduce the concept of a
rationing scheme which specifies how shortages are shared among the agents. For
given utility functions and a given rationing
scheme, under standard assum*We benefited from discussions with Graciela Chichilnisky. We want to thank Truman Bewley for
the numerous insights which he provided at various stages of this work.
**Also INSEE, Paris. Financial support by the Ford Foundation
(Grant No. 6890114) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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ptions, we recall an existence theorem and we show that the graph of the
equilibrium
correspondence,
when prices and initial endowments
vary, is a
piecewise continuously
differentiable
manifold.
Moreover,
generically,
the
number of equilibria for an economy, at given prices, is finite and the set of
equilibria varies continuously
with the price system and the initial endowments.
The description of the model, the statement of the theorems, and examples are
presented in the first section. The proofs are given in the second section.
1. Model and results
We consider an exchange economy with (I + 1) commodities
indexed by an
index h (h = 0,1,. . ., l), and m agents indexed by an index i (i = 1,. . ., m). An agent i
is characterized by a consumption
set Xi, a convex subset of R' + I, a quasiconcave
utility function ui defined on Xi, and a vector of initial endowment oi in Xi. The
net trade of agent i is a vector zi in R’+ ‘, which is equal to the difference between
his consumption
bundle xi, an element of Xi, and his initial endowment
Oi. A
pricesystemisavectorp=(p,,pl,...,p,)inthesetP={pERJ+‘,po=1,Ph>Oforh
= 1,. ., 1}. In addition to the price system, a trader perceives for each commodity
h, other than commodity 0, quantitative
constraints,
_zi,50 and Zi, 20, that set
lower and upper bounds on the amount of commodity h he can trade. Given a
price system p and constraints (zi, Zi) agent i chooses a consumption
bundle Xi in
Xi that maximizes his utility function subject to the budget constraints
p ‘x
= p . oi and the quantitative
constraints gih 5 x,, - aih 5 Zi,, for h = 1,. . ., 1.For the
price system p and the constraints (zi, Zi) agent i is said to be constrained in market
.k, if there exists a consumption
bundle x in Xi satisfying the budget constraint
p . x = p . cui and the quantitative
constraints
gih 5 xh - (tiih5 z~,,for all h different
from 0 and k, which gives a higher utility than xi : q(x) > ui(xi).
For a given economy, following Dreze (1975) and Grandmont
(1977), we
introduce the following definition:
Definition 1.1. An equilibrium
with quantity rationing
consumption
bundles
x=(x,, . . ., x,) such that there
i=l , . ., m, h = 1,. . ., I satisfying the following conditions:
(a)

C~Zi(~i-~i)=O;

(b)

xi

(c)

For h=l,...,I:

maximizes

ui on {xEX~, p’x=p.wi,

at price p is a set of
exist q,, SO, Zi, 20,

ZihZXh-OihsZih,

for h=l,...,l};

xih - uih = Zih for some i implies xjh - ojh > zjh for j = 1,. . ., m,
xih - uih = zi, for some i implies xjh - wjh < Zjk for j = 1,. ., m.
We recall the following features of an equilibrium
according to our definition.
First, the fact that there are no constraints
associated
with commodity
0
combined with condition (c) rules out, in general, the trivial no-trade allocation.
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Second, condition (c), associated with the quasi-concavity
of the utility functions,
implies that all the agents who are constrained
in commodity
h belong to the
same side of the market, they are either suppliers or demanders;
that is, all their
net trades in commodity h have the same sign. We shall say that a market h, h # 0,
is cleared when no individual
is constrained
in this particular market.
The foregoing definition of equilibrium
does not specify how shortages are
distributed
among agents. Consequently,
we may expect that there will be, in
general, a continuum
of equilibria. As an example, take the case where l= 1. Let
$ be the most preferred bundle by agent i in the set {xi~Xi, p ‘xi-p .oi}.
Suppose CT= r(xfr -oil ) > 0. Then the set of equilibria with quantity rationing at
price p is the set of consumption
bundles (xi) such that EYE I (xi - wi) = 0, p xi = 0
for all i = 1,. . ., m,xi,=x~~forallisuchthatxi*,-oi,~Oandwi,~.*_i,~xi*,forall
i such that x:r -oil >O. Thus, except for competitive
prices, the economy
possesses a continuum
of equilibria with quantity rationing at price p. To get a
specific theory, we must select one of these equilibria:
this is the reason for
introducing
the concept of a rationing
scheme. For each possible set of
constrained
agents and for each amount of commodity available to them in the
process of exchange, the rationing
scheme must specify how this amount of
commodity is to be shared among the constrained agents, as well as the maximum
amount each of the unconstrained
agents is entitled to. However, a general
formulation
of this type would in general display some undesirable features for
our purpose: suppose a group of agents C is constrained,
sharing quantity zr
where r is a positive integer, and zr tends to z as r goes to infinity. Suppose
furthermore that, when the quantity to share is equal to z, an agent in C, say i, is
unconstrained,
so that, at point z, C - {i} has to share z - zi, the limit of z* - z{.
Then it is necessary for our analysis that the distribution
of (z - zi) among C - {i)
is equal to the limit of the distribution
obtained with z” when i was constrained.
This requirement leads to the following formalization:
a rationing schemefis a set
of 2/m functionsfih(&,) and &(gh) for i = 1,. . ., m, and h = 1,. . ., 1,mapping R + into
R + and R _ into R ~, respectively, which describes the allocation of resources on
each market h = 1,. . ., I, in the case of excess demand and of excess supply,
respectively.’ We describe now briefly well-known examples and show how they
are formalized in our framework.
‘R, and R- stand, respectively, for the positive and negative half line, origin included.
‘Note that the concept of rationing scheme thus defined depends only on the set of agents and
commodities present in the economy. More formally, a general rationing scheme on a given market
would be described by a set of m functionsA(C,
z) defined onA’ x R,, where 4 is the set of subsets of
A4 = { 1, .,m}, where C is the set of constrained
agents and z the quantity they share between
themselves. ThusJ(C,
z) is the quantity received by agent i for i in C and the maximum quantity
available to him for i not in C. Consequently,

If we ask the condition that the distribution
of commodity is continuous when the set of constrained
agents varies (as described above), we get, considering
the situation where all the agents not in C
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Examples 1.2. The unijorm rationing
agents are equally treated, i.e.,
J&h)=Wm,

scheme on market

h obtains

when all

i=l,...,m.

jh(@h)=qhlmr

Rationing can also follow from some queueing process. Let >,, be an order
relation defined on the set of agents { 1,. . ., m). This order specifies which agent
should be served first, who second, and so on. It is not possible to identify this
queueing process with a function off independent
of the economy. However, for
all the economies such that I’!! ~c+<c,
where c is a positive constant,
the
equilibrium
allocation will satisfy the queueing process if it is an equilibrium
relative to the following functionf:
let i be the agent whose rank according to the
order >h is v; then

.LhJ=o~

~j(!h)=O~

However, it may be worth noting at this stage that the results obtained in this
paper do not apply to the queueing process, since the functionsfare
not strictly
increasing.
Given

an economy,

we are now led to the following

definition:

Definition 1.3. An equilibrium
with quantity rationing at price p relative to
the rationing schemefis
a set of consumption
bundles x = (xi,. . .,x,) such that
there exist zi,, 5 0, Zi,,2 0, qh 2 0, qh 5 0 for i = 1,. . ., m, h = 1,. ., 1, satisfying
following conditions:
(a)

CT=1 (xi-wi)=O;

(b)

xi maximizes

(c)

For h=l,...,l:
xih - mih = Zih for some i implies xjh - ojh > zjh for j = 1,. ., m,
xih - mih = zih for some i implies xjh - ujh < Zjh for j = 1,. . ., m;

the

ui in {x EX~, p . x = p oi, gih 5 xh = wih 5 Zi, for h = 1,. . ., I) ;

become constrained,

>

J(C,z)=1; M,z+ Cf,(C,z) >
JK

i=l,...,m.

Thus our basic concept reduces to the functionsf;(M,
)_ Now under the additional assumption that
the functionsh(M,
) are monotone increasing, thatS,(M, 0) =O, and thatf;(A4,4) goes to infinity with
q for all i, the data of the functions~(M,
) determine unambiguously the underlying general rationing
scheme. There is a unique solution q(C, z) to the equation z=CEc,f;(M,q),
and hence f;(C. z)
=f;(M,q(C,z)).
In the paper, we will deal only with the functionsf;(M,
).The preceding interpretation suggests that
they satisfy the identity cy= Lfi(M, q)=q. We shall not, however, make this assumption explicit, since
we do not use it in our argument.
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Forh=1,...,1:
xih - Oih = Zih for some i implies

Zjh

forj = 1,. . ., m,

=j;:,(qh)

xih - wih =zih for some i implies sjh =Jh(qh)

for j = 1,. ., m.

For the rest of the paper, we hold fixed the consumption
sets and the utility
functions of the agents as well as the rationing
scheme. Thus an economy is
represented by a vector of initial endowments o = (w,, . . JO,). For short, we shall
use the term equilibrium
to refer to an equilibrium
with quantity
rationing
relative to the rationing
scheme $ For a given economy o at a price p, the
equilibrium correspondence
is the set of all equilibria for the economy w at price
p. Our main purpose is to study the graph of the equilibrium
correspondence
when the endowments
and the prices vary. We shall use the following
assumptions
throughout:
Assumption 1. For all i (i = 1,. . ., m),XiisequaltoX,
theinteriorofthepositive
orthantofR’+‘:X={xERLf’,
x,, > 0 for h = 0, 1, . ., l}. The utility function ui is a
strictly increasing,
strictly quasi-concave,
twice continuously
differentiable
function from X into R. For every xi in X, the indifference hypersurface through
x,, (x EX, ui(x) = ui(xi)j, has a non-zero Gaussian curvature at xi, and its closure
relative to R’+’ is contained in X.
Assumption

2.

For all i and for all h, i = 1,. . ., m, h = 1,. ., I, the functions 5,

and r;h map, respectively,
and continuously

R + into R + and R

differentiable.

3 Moreover,

into R ~. They are strictly increasing
J,,(O) =Ah(0) = 0, &,(q,,) tends

to

+ cc with q,,, J,,(qh) tends to - ZI with q,,, for i= 1,. ., m, h= 1,. . ., 1.
As already noted, Assumption 2 rules out the queueing process. Removing the
condition of strict monotonicity
should be the subject of further research.
We first recall an existence theorem which is a well-known result [see Dreze
(1975) or Grandmont
(1977)]:
Theorem 1.4. Let p be a price system in P and oi be a vector of initial
endowments in X for all i (i = 1,. . ., m). Then there exists an equilibrium at price p
fbr the economy CO.Moreover, the graph of the equilibrium correspondence [i.e., the
set of (p,(wi), (xi)) where (xi) is an equilibrium at price p for the economy w] is
closed in P x X”’ xX”.
The behavior of consumer i, as defined by (b) in Definitions 1.1 or 1.3, implies
under our assumptions
that his most preferred bundle (i.e., its demand) is a
continuous function of the price system p, the quantity constraints (z, Zi) and the
initial endowment oi, but is most likely not to be differentiable at points where the
‘We recall that a functionfdelined
on a closed subset S of R” is said to be r times continuously
differentiable
if there is an open neighborhood
d of S and a r times continuously
differentiable
extension off on 6.
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consumer switches from being constrained
to being unconstrained
on some
market. This remark shows that the graph of the equilibrium correspondence
has
‘kinks’, and this will generally happen not only for a value of the price system at
which some market is cleared (in particular, at a competitive price system4), but
also at points where some individual demand changes regime while the aggregate
market structure stays unchanged.
We are thus led to the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. The graph of the equilibrium correspondence
in P XX” x X” is a
piecewise continuously differentiable mantfold of dimension m(l+ 1) + 1. Moreover,
zf the utility functions Ui, i = 1,. . ., m, are (l+ 2) times continuously differentiable
and the rationing scheme_&,, A,,, i = 1,. . ., m,h= 1,. . ., 1, is (I+ 1) times continuously
dijferentiable, then, except for a closed set of economies o of Lebesgue measure
zero in X”, the graph of the equilibrium correspondence for the economy w in P
xX”

is a piecewise

continuously

differentiable

Finally, we study how the equilibrium
system and the economy:
Theorem
measure

(a)

(b)

1.6.

There

in P xX”

manifold of dimension

correspondence

varies with the price

exists an open set of prices and economies

where the following

properties

1.5

(p,w) offull

hold:

For every equilibrium x = (x,, . . ., x,) of the economy w at price p, the vector
(p,o,x)
lies in a continuously
differentiable
region of the mantfold of
equilibria;
The number of equilibria of the economy w at price p isfinite, and there exists
a neighborhood of (p, w) in P XX” where the set of equilibria is represented by
a finite number

of continuously

differentiable

This last result, unfortunately,
does not say
change of regime occurs. These equilibria are,
from an economic point of view and they
research.6
To complete this set of results, we give now

functions

of (p, co).

anything on the equilibria where a
of course, the most interesting ones
should be the subject of further
some properties

of some particular

“The phenomenon can be visualized clearly in an Edgeworth box (I = 1, m = 2) where the two agents
have identical preferences u(x) = log x,, + log x, and initial endowments
w, = (l,O), wZ = (0,l). The
representation
ofthe fixed price equilibria exhibits a right-angle corner at the competitive price system
p=(l,l).
5A piecewise continuously
differentiable manifold is a continuous manifold which is a finite union
of continuously
differentiable manifolds (some possibly of lower dimensions).
“Smce there is no differentiabrhty
at those pomts, not very much can be hoped. We can, however,
state the following conjecture. We recall that a price system p is competitive for the economy m if and
only if there exists a fixed price equilibrium x at prrce p for the economy w with ilh = + a: and zih =
_ x for all i and h. Then we can expect the following to be true.
Conjecture: Except for a closed set of economies and prices (w. p) of measure zero in the manifold
of competitive prices, given a competitive equilibrium (x,p), there exist 2’ subsets of X” x P locally
homeomorphic
at (x,p) to a neighborhood
of the origin in R”““” x R’+ and 2’ continuously
differentiable functions defined on these subsets which describe completely the set of equilibria in a
neighborhood
of the competitive equilibrium allocation.
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economies, and an example of an economy which exhibits a continuum
of fixed
price equilibria for some price system.
First, it may be worth noting that for l= 1, all the economies have a unique
fixed price equilibrium
for all prices. It is obtained by applying the rationing
scheme to distribute either excess demand or excess supply.
Second, when the initial endowment is a Pareto-optimal
allocation (that is, it is
impossible to make someone better off without making someone worse off by
redistributing
resources), the fixed price equilibrium
is independent
of the price
and equal to the initial endowment. This comes from the fact that, at a fixed price
equilibrium,
everyone is at least as well off as in the initial situation.
Finally, we describe an economy with three commodities, l= 2, and two agents,
m = 2, which exhibits a continuum
of fixed price equilibria. The utility functions
satisfy all our assumptions,
except that the closure of the indifference
hypersurfaces
is not contained
in X. This does not alter the validity of the
example, since everything will take place in a compact set inside X, and the result
still holds if the utility functions are changed outside this compact set. The
characteristics
of the agents are as follows:
ul(x1)=4(xlo)li*+4(x11)1’2j
td2(x2)=4(x20)‘~*+

x21

x12,
+4(x22)“*,

6

=(4,wi1,wi2),

OZ=(~,~ZI,%Z).

Suppose that wi 1 and 02* are strictly lower than 4, and that o1 I + co*1 and w1 2
+ 02* are strictly greater than 4. Then, at price p = (1, 1,l), it is easy to check that
the set of fixed price equilibria is described by
x1 = (4,011

+%ol*--c1),

X2=(4,021-a,~22+a),

where GLbelongs to the closed interval
[0,4-Max
(ol i,o,,)].
For c(~4
-Max (ol i, w,,), demands in commodities
1 and 2 are both constrained.
w1 ,
= w22 and c1= 4 - o1 1 corresponds to a competitive equilibrium
allocation. The
degeneracy disappears when the initial endowment
in commodity
0 is slightly
changed.
As a conclusion, let us indicate possible directions for further research.
First, it must be possible to extend the foregoing results to economies with
general consumption
sets and production,
following the lines initiated by Smale
(1974b).
Second, it would be interesting
to weaken the assumptions
imposed on the
rationing scheme (or to find a counterexample)
so as to be able to deal with the
queueing.
Third, it is a conjecture that the fixed price equilibrium
manifold is connected
(or, even stronger, homeomorphic
to R”‘(‘+ l)“). Balasko (1975) has shown a
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Proof
of Theorem
1.4.
We begin with the existence proof which is a
straightforward
adaptation
of the argument in Dreze (1975).
Let c be a constant strictly greater than I?= I q,,, for all k = 1,. . ., 1.Since for all i
= 1,. ., WI,and h = 1,. . ., l,fi,,(ij,,) tends to + E, there exists 4 > 0 such that for all i
= 1,. .,m, and II= 1,. . ., l,fi,,(q) > c. Similarly, there exists 4 < 0 such that for all i
=I ,..., m, and/r-l,...,
/,J,,(p_)<-c.
Let Q=[g,q]‘.
We define a mapping z(q) from Q to R’, the aggregate excess demand function,
as follows :

Then z(q) = cyZ 1 (xi - oi), where xi maximizes ui in the set Bi(p, wi, zi(q), &(q)).
By Lemma 2.1, z is a continuous
function of q.
Let 2 be a compact convex subset of R’ containing the image of Q under z. For
z in Z, let g(z) be the set (q E Q, q. z 2 q’ . z for all q’ in Q>. The correspondence
z(q) x g(z) from Q x Z into itself satisfies the assumptions
of the Kakutani fixed
point theorem and, hence, has a fixed point (q*, z*). We show that z* = 0. Suppose
zt >O, for some h (a similar argument
holds in case zf <0): then by the
construction
of g, qz =4; thus Zi,,=0 for all i = 1,. . ., WI,which in turn implies zz
5 0, a contradiction.
Observe that by Walras’ law zz = CT= r (xi0 - (oiO) = 0.
Finally, note that condition (c) of Definition 1.3 is indeed satisfied. by our choice
of the constant c, only one side of the market is constrained.
We turn now to the proof that the graph of the equilibrium
correspondence
is
closed.
Let (p’, (of), (xl)), r = 1,. ., be a sequence of points belonging to this graph and
suppose that they converge to (p, (wi), (xi)). We want to show that (xi) is an
equilibrium at price p for the economy w = (Oi). We thus have to find (ZihrZih,q,,, qh)
such that conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of Definition 1.3 are satisfied. Observe that
condition (a) is always satisfied.
Let c be a constant strictly greater than cr= 1Q,, for all h = 1,. . ., 1.Let q > 0 and
q<O be two constants
such that .x,,(q) >c+ 1 and j&) < -(c+ 1) for all i
= 1,. . ., m, and h = 1,. . ., 1.Clearly, for r large enough, we can associate to (p’, (WI),
(x1)) quantities
(&. &,, q;, G) such that (a), (b), (c), (d) of Definition
satisfied, and, moreover:

g,z

-(c+l),

xz - wz = <h
x;,-e&>&+l

&SC+1

for

i=l,...,

for some i implies
for all

j=l,...,m;

m,

h=l,...,

I;

1.3 are
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* - Oih
I =4ih*
Xih

for some i implies

x>~-c&<+-~

for all

xz - ~116< gh

for all

>&

m;

i=l,...,m;

i = 1,. . ., m

for all

x~~-w~~>&+l

j=l,...,

i = 1,. . ., II? implies

for all

xg-0&<&--l
xX -0X

Fixed price equilibria

for all

implies

i=l,...,m.

The sequence (&,, &, yi, 4;) belongs to a compact set: Let (zi,,, Zi,,,q,,, &) be one of
its accumulation
points. We claim that (p, (Wi), (xi)) associated with (zih, Zih,q,,, q,,)
satisfies conditions (b), (c) and (d) of Definition 1.3. (b) follows from Lemma 2.1.
By our choice of (zf, q)‘),either xih - ojih 5 Zi, - 1 for all i = 1,. . ., m, or xi,, - mih 2 ;ih
+ 1 for all i = 1,. ., m; thus (c) is satisfied. Finally, if xih -ai,, = Zi, for some i, for I
large enough, xsh -c_& = qh for some j along the converging subsequence, and (d)
follows from the continuity
of$
Q.E.D.
We proceed now to the study of our main object, that is, the structure of the
fixed price equilibrium
correspondence.
Unlike the competitive equilibria, the
fixed price equilibria cannot be characterized
as the zeroes of a function in a
natural manner. We are thus led to the following construction:
We consider 2’ different cases. Each case is defined by a partition of { 1,. . ., I}
into two subsets R and H such that for h in I?, supply is ilot constrained
on
market h, while for h in H, demand is not constrained on market h. These cases are
overlapping:
An equilibrium
where r markets are cleared will be obtained in 2
different cases. Let lli be a real number for i = 1,. . ., m. We associate with the case
H = (Z?,H) the function F,(p, 4, (wi, &, Xi)i= 1,, .,,) defined on P x R’ x (X x R
xX)~, taking its values in Rmcl+*) x R”’ x R’ and described by its components
(a, b, c) as follows:
Lli* =
%+

DUih(Xi)

1 =P

-

h=Ol > ,...’ I9

i$h,

txipui),

* for i = 1,. . ., m,
bib

=

2ih

(qh)

-

bih=gih(qh)-Xih+Wih,

ch=

t
i=l

(Xih-Wih),

Xih

+

Oih

>

hinH,
hing,
h=l,...,1,
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where &, and gi, are ‘continuously
differentiable
monotone
strictly increasing
extensions of_& and &,,, respectively, on the real line.
Let 8, be the set of (p, w, x) in P x (X x X)m such that zc is a fixed-price
equilibrium for the economy o at price p, where for h in A (resp. h in H) supply
(resp. demand) is not constrained
on market h.
Finally, let J,
be the set in Rmci+2) x Rm’ x R’ defined by the following
conditions:
(1) for i=l,...,m,

ai,,zO,

bihzO,

nihbi,=O

for h in l?,

aihsO,

bihzO,

nihbi,=O

for h in H,

%I

=o;

+ 1

(2) if aih = 0 for all i = 1,. . ., m, then
bj, =0

(3) c,=O

for

Lemma

2.2.

for some j,

h = 1,. . ., 1;

h=l,...,l.
The

projection

of P x R’ x (X x R xX)*

on the space

P x (X

bundles, restricted to Fn I (.FH), is n
homeomorphism
G,
Moreover,
G,’
is differentiable
at
every point (p, co, x) of 8, whose image under F, 0.Gr; ’ in .9n is such that for all h
market h is
= 1,. . .) 1, there exists some i (i = 1,. . ., m) with aih#O. Furthermore,
cleared at (p, w, x) in 6, zffand only if .PFH(Gli ’ (p, co, x)) has all its components
ai,,
XX)“’

equal

of prices, endowments

and consumption
of Fnl (.9n) onto b,,.

to zero, for

i= 1,. . ., m.

Proof
First, we show that the image of FH 1(9,) under GII is contained in
B H.
Let (p, q, (wi, Ai, xi)) be a point in FH ’ (9n). We observe that for h in I7 (resp. h

in H), q,, is non-negative
(resp. non-positive):
Otherwise the conditions
bit,20
(resp. bit, 5 0) would imply xih - oih < 0 (resp. xi,, - air, > 0) for all i = 1,. . ., m,
which is incompatible
with ch = 0. This enables us to define Zih=fih(qh) for h in H
(resp.&=ih(qh)for
hing)for
all i= 1,. . ., m, and we choose zi,, negative (resp. Zih
positive) large in absolute value. Thus conditions (c) and (d) of Definition 1.3 are
satisfied. (1) of the definition of .FH is interpreted as the Kuhn-Tucker
necessary
and sufficient conditions for the consumer’s maximization
problem.7 Thus (b) is
satisfied. Finally, (3), with the conditions
n.Zr+l=p.(xi-coi)=O
for i=l,...,m,
leads to.(a) by Walras’ law.
I ‘Sufficiency follows by Theorem 10.1.1 in Mangasarian (1969). In fact, ui is pseudoconcave
is strictly quasi-concave
and, by the assumption
of non-zero Gaussian curvature,
Du, #O.

since it
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Conversely, we now show that G, ’ exists and is a continuous
function which
maps 8, in FH ’ (.FH). We define lLi= DUio(Xi), and q,, as the unique solution of the
equation Mini = I.....m(J;*(qh)-Xih+Wih)=OforhinH(resp.
Maxi=i,,.,,,,(~~(~~)
- xih + We,,)= 0 for h in H ). By the conditions’ ni, = 0 for i = 1,. . ., 1,and (2) of the
definitions of .9,, this definition gives clearly the only possible inverse, which is
continuous.
Moreover, FH(GH ’ (p, CO,x)) belongs to .p-,: (a) gives (3), (b) and the
KuhnTucker
conditions lead to (l), and (2) is warranted by our choice of q.
Furthermore,
if for some i, Uih#O, then the equation bi, =0 gives q,,, which is
thus a differentiable function in the neighborhood.
Finally if, for some h, uih =0
for all i = 1,. ., PJI, by KuhnTucker
no agent is constrained on market h, and thus
market h is cleared.
Q.E.D.
To prove Theorem 1.5, we are now led to a two-step procedure. First we will
show that each F;’ (.Q) is a piecewise continuously
differentiable manifold with
corners (i.e., is locally diffeomorphic to Rm(‘+ ‘) x Ry x R!!, except along a finite
number of submanifolds
of lower dimensions).
Through the preceding lemma,
this will also apply to the &,. Then we will show that the various 6, patch
together along the sets of equilibria where some market is cleared.
To derive the structure of FH ’ (9,), we will work locally around a point (p, q,
(wi, Ai, xi)) and build a chart for a neighborhood
of that point in FH ‘(P,).
We
first remark that if (n, b, c) = F,(p, q, (wi, ii, Xi)), the shape of the neighborhood
of
(p, q, (oi, ;ii, xi)) is entirely determined
by the coordinates
which are zero in
(a, b, c), since by continuity the others are not binding. More precisely, let r(h) be
the number of agents i such that nib = b, = 0, and r = ci = 1r(h). Let projabc be the
projection of Rm(‘f2)fm’+L on the subspace Rm(‘+2)f’ x R’ generated by the zero
coordinates of (a, b, c). Then F; ’ (FH) is locally equal to proj.6cF; ’ (proj,,,Y,).
This reduction of dimension is essential for our analysis: In fact the statement
that projebcFH is transverse to the origin is exactly the statement that F, is
transverse to 9,.
Lemma

2.3.

Proj,r,cFH is transverse

Xi)) such that (a, b, c)~f’H(p,
projabcFH is offull rank).

q, (I,

to the origin

(that is, at any (p;q,

Ai, Xi)) and projU,,cF,=O,

(wi, Ai,

the jacobian

of

Proof
We associate to each of the components
of projabcFH one variable,
obtaining thus a square matrix.
We observe that, for a given i, the components
of the type (Dui, - Aiph), when
differentiated with respect to (xi, Ai) at a point where Dui, -&p,, = 0, give, up to the
positive constant ;li = DUio(Xi), a subset of the first (1+ 1) rows of the determinant:

This determinant

is equal

to the opposite

of the Gaussian

curvature

of the
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indifference hypersurface
through xi [see Debreu (1972, p. 612)]. Thus, using
Assumption 1, we can choose a subset of the variables (xi, &) (the number of these
variables being equal to the number of components
(ii,,, h =O, 1,. . ., 1, equal to
zero) such that the corresponding
columns of the jacobian
of projabcFH are
independent.
To the components
bib, h = 1,. ., 1, which are equal to zero, we assign the
with respect to oiO.
variable (uih. The budget constraint
++, is differentiated
Finally, with the 1 components
ch we associate the corresponding
variables qh.
We claim that the matrix associated with the above choice of variables is nonsingular. The following argument shows that by suitable manipulation
of its
columns one obtains a matrix whose columns are clearly linearly independent.
First we notice that the columns corresponding
to the variables oiO, i = 1,. . ., m,
are unit vectors with the entry (- 1) on the principal diagonal of the matrix.
Hence, by a suitable column operation,
we can put zeroes on all the lines
corresponding
to the budget constraints,
except for their intersection
with the
principal diagonal. Second we consider the columns associated with the last 1
components
ch, h = 1,. ., 1. Their only non-zero entries are equal to ,fI,,(q,,) and
appear at the rows hi, [such a row always exists by (1) and (2) of the definition of
.PH]. Furthermore,
the columns associated with the variable aih have an entry
(+ 1) on row bi, and (- 1) on row c,,. Multiplying
each of these columns by
- fih(q,,) and adding the result to the column in question, we obtain a column
vector whose only non-zero entry is on the principal diagonal and equals &iruchtha,
h,,=O$Ih(qh). By a suitable combination,
we can now put zeroes on all the lines
corresponding
to the components
c, except for their intersection
with the
principal diagonal. The resulting matrix is block diagonal and hence clearly nonsingular.
Q.E.D.
Cosoll~lry
times

2.4.

continuously

(i) Suppose
differentiuble

that the utilityjiunctions
and the rationing

ui, i = 1,. ., m, are (1+ 2)
scheme

fi,,, it,, i= 1,. . ., m, h

= 1,. . ., 1, is (l+ 1’ times continuously
dijjferentiable.
Then, exceptfor
a closed set of
economics
o of Lebesgue
measure zero in X”, projabcF,(m; .) is transverse to the
origin.

(ii) Except.for
zero

n closed set of economies
cmd prices (w, p) of Lebesgue
in X” x P, proj,hcFH(a, p; .) is transverse
to the origin.

mectsure

Proof:
It follows from a simple generalization
of a theorem of Dierker (1974,
p. 91) which is an adaptation
of the transversal density theorem [Abraham and
Robbin (1967, p. 48)] in finite dimensional
spaces.
If we consider proj,,,cFH as the evaluation map of proj,,,F,(o;
.) which maps a
set of dimension
m(l+ 2) + 21 into a set of dimension
m(l+ 2) + l+ r [and thus
where the codimension
of the origin is equal to m(l+ 2) + l+ r], we obtain (i).
If we consider projabcFH as the evaluation map of proj,,,cF,,(a, p; .) which maps
a set of dimension m(l+ 2) + 1 into a set of dimension m(l+ 2) + 1+ r, we obtain
(ii). Q.E.D.
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Given (p, q, (q, /zi, xi)) and (a, b, c) =F,(p,

q, (q, /li, xi)), let us denoteK

the set

of h in l7 such that cy= I q,, = 0, and K the set of h in H such that CT= l~~ih= 0.
Lemma 2.5. A neighborhood of the origin in proj,bcFH
phic to a neighborhood of the origin in

R,
/FE’

x RrCh’-‘) fl (R_ x R”@-‘)
IiII,&

fl

is locallp homeomor-

(R’@‘).

hnotinRvK

reduces to an isolated point when r(h)=0 for all h = 1,. . ., 11.

[it

Proof:
For every h such that r(h)#O, we consider the following
coordinates,
which applies to agents i such that aih = bi, = 0:

change

of

and
ti,, = Min (aih, bib)

if h is in l?,

tih = Max (uik, bib)

if h is in H

or

These functions
homeomorphism,

define a homeomorphism
of RZrCh) onto
proj,&FH is locally defined by8

-for

h not in

-for

h in K: ti,=O

l?uK_:

t,=O

this

. for ali i,
to RvCh)-int

R?;

for all i,

and (sib, i such that qh = bib =0) belongs
Since RrCh)-int
result.
Q.E.D.

Under

for all i;

and (sihr i such that qh = bib =0) belongs
~ for /I in K : ti,, =0

itself.

R?h) is homeomorphic

We are now able to complete

to RrCh)- int Ryh’.
to R,

x RrCh’-‘, we obtain

the desired

the first step of the proof of Theorem

1.5:

Lemma 2.6.
(i) 8, is a piecewise continuously dgferentiable manifold with
corners of dimension m(l+ l)+ 1. (ii) Except for a closed set of economies w oj
measure zero in X’“, the set a,(w) = {(p, x) in P xX”, (w, p, x) belongs to 8”) is a
“Given a set S, intS stands

for the interior

of S and iS for its boundary.
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Any point

h in R” x R’+ can be written

in a unique

way as

b=?b+h,
where 3b belongs to R” x C7R2, v is a vector of components
and 2 is a positive scalar. Define

0 in R” and + 1 in R’

a(b)=L?r(c?b)+/1v;
CIis clearly a homeomorphism
are looking for. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem
boundaries.

1.5.

of R” x R’+ into itself. $ = c(- q5is the extension

We have to patch together

the various

we

8, along their

By Lemma 2.6. if markets K and K are cleared at (p, ~3,x), (p, w, x) belongs to
the boundary

of 2i”i+Bi manifolds

with corners

of the type described

in Lemma

2.6: This gives us the right number of orthants to obtain RK x RK. As previously
remarked,
these manifolds
are disjoint, except for their boundaries
along
which they intersect. Thus to build up the desired homeomorphism
between a
neighborhood
of (p, w, x) and the neighborhood
of the origin in Rmcf‘I) x R’, we
have simply to modify the 21Kl+iKlhome omorphisms,
so that they agree on the
boundaries of the manifolds. This is done by induction, using Lemma 2.7: First
take the points where all markets l? and K are cleared. This is a submanifold
of
dimension
m(l+ l)+/-1x1
--JR1 (by Lemma 2.6). Select one chart for this
submanifold.
Now take all the possible cases where all markets are cleared except
one, which is either in excess supply or in excess demand. We obtain subsets of gH
which are homeomorphic
to R”‘(‘+ ‘) x R’-K -6 x R + or Rmc’+” x R’-“-s x R _.
Pick homeomorphisms
for these subsets. Apply Lemma 2.7 to modify them so
that they agree on the points where all markets are cleared. We can thus increase
dimension one by one, applying Lemma 2.7 to get the desired result.
The second part of the theorem is proved along the same lines, using (ii) of
Lemma 2.6 and the fact that a finite union of closed sets of measure zero is of
measure zero.
Q.E.D.
Proofof Theorem 1.6. By Corollary 2.4(ii), taking the union of the closed sets
(w,p) of measure zero for all possible projabc and all possible H, we know that
proj,bcFH is transverse to the origin at any equilibrium
(4, xi, n,)). proj,r,cFH is a
mapping from a set of dimension m(l+ 2) + 1into a set of dimension m(l+ 2) + 1
+r [where we recall that r is the number
of (ih) such that ai,,= bih=O].
Transversality
then implies that for the set of endowments and prices that we are
studying, all the equilibria are such that for all i and h, ai,,+ bih#O. Thus, by
Lemma 2.6, these equilibria lie in a differentiable
region of the manifold.
Moreover, when I’= 0, the set of (q, (xi, &)) is a discrete set. Since it is bounded,

G. Lamp

and H. Polernarchakis,

is a finite set. The implicit function
of Theorem 1.6. Q.E.D.
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applied at each of its points gives (b)
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